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 Abstract
 Fashion apparel is a highly competitive business where prod-

 uct life is short and differentiation advantages are built on
 brand image and product styling that can be quickly imitated.

 Over the past two decades, competition on price and quality
 has intensified as low cost global manufacturing became

 available to even small competitors. Recently, competition
 has shifted to the arena of timing and know-how where

 vertically integrated firms gained the lead in implementing a
 set of process innovations known as 'quick response,' de-
 signed to shorten the production cycle. Less integrated firms
 have begun to erode that advantage, but the integrated firms

 that have linked quick response into retailing continue to
 have superior capabilities. These firms demonstrate the ele-

 ments of organization needed to link flexible and fast cycle

 manufacturing with rapid learning about demand and cus-

 tomer satisfaction.

 (Vertical Integration; Quick Response; Hypercompetition;
 Fashion Apparel)

 Introduction
 In many industries the pace of competition has quick-
 ened and firms find it increasingly difficult to create

 and sustain competitive advantage. New foreign com-
 petitors, rapid technological change, and more aggres-
 sive competition are compelling firms to innovate more
 rapidly and denying them the opportunity to reap the

 rewards of sustained advantages. While such industries

 as personal computers and consumer electronics are
 prominent examples, the fashion apparel industry pro-

 vides an interesting case of hypercompetitive behavior
 (D'Aveni 1994).

 In hypercompetition, firms' continually disrupt the
 status quo to create a series of temporary advantages

 (D'Aveni 1994). Fashion apparel makers are continu-
 ally jockeying for position with new products and mar-
 keting efforts in an attempt to capture the imagination
 of the customer with styling and image. They create
 short-lived differentiation advantages that are easily

 and rapidly eroded through imitation and innovative

 new styles. The fashion apparel business is character-

 ized by very short product life, fickle consumer prefer-

 ences, numerous competitors, relatively easy entry and

 exit, and a myriad of manufacturing, marketing, and

 retailing alternatives. In such an environment, competi-

 tive advantage is difficult to create and nearly impossi-

 ble to sustain.

 Competition in the arena of price and quality has

 intensified over the last few decades. Low cost manu-

 facturing in less developed countries initially gave an

 advantage to the larger fashion apparel firms that

 moved earlier and more aggressively. Today, the large
 number of sophisticated subcontractors in many devel-

 oping countries has made low cost global manufactur-

 ing available to even small competitors.

 Recently, a set of process innovations known as

 'quick response' (Hunter 1990, Hammond 1990,
 Blackburn 1991), has shifted the arena of competition
 to timing and know-how. Utilizing information technol-
 ogy, leading quick response competitors have devel-
 oped new capabilities in rapid learning, communica-
 tion, and coordination that have supplanted traditional

 core competencies in design and fashion sense. Rather
 than bet on a few new designs from the most savvy
 designers, they try out many, quickly imitate others,
 and continue to produce only what sells.

 Vertically integrated fashion apparel firms have led
 the implementation of quick response, giving them an
 advantage. This study looks at how and why vertical
 integration has been used to advantage in this highly

 competitive and volatile environment. It also looks at

 the moves by less integrated competitors to implement

 quick response or otherwise erode their advantage.

 Fashion apparel has also seen strong competition in
 the strongholds arena. In particular, vertical integra-
 tion has been used to maneuver around distribution

 channel strongholds and penetrate brand strongholds.
 In a good example of the latter, The Gap used back-

 ward integration to transform itself from one of Levi's
 largest customers to one of its strongest competitors. In

 so doing, it dealt Levi's a serious blow (Business Week).
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 Here the focus is on competition in the arena of
 timing and know-how. Because fashion apparel makers

 have been operating in an intensely competitive envi-

 ronment for decades, they provide an excellent case for

 study. This study looks at how these firms have orga-

 nized their activities to provide the flexibility and re-

 sponsiveness needed for survival. In particular, it exam-

 ines the organization of quick response. These process

 innovations overlay a production system involving a

 global chain of activities linked through a variety of

 contractual and ownership relations. The result is a

 rich environment for the study of organization (Uzzi
 1995).

 The paper begins with a discussion of quick response
 and of the literature on organization and vertical inte-

 gration in volatile environments. A strategic theory of

 organization based on agency theory provides deeper
 insight into the potential advantages and disadvantages

 of vertical integration. After a short description of the
 methodology, the empirical findings are presented. The
 conclusion relates the findings to the general question

 of organizing in volatile or hypercompetitive environ-
 ments.

 Quick Response and Vertical
 Integration
 Fashion Sense Versus Quick Response

 Normal competitive behavior in fashion apparel in-

 volves introducing new product lines multiple times per

 year, typically in a seasonal cycle. But, creating new
 styles that will "catch on" is fraught with uncertainty.
 The risk is increased by the lengthy traditional product

 development and manufacturing process that requires

 committing most of the investment in inventory for a
 new product line well in advance of sales (Hunter 1990,
 Hammond 1990).

 The traditional cycle of fashion apparel manufactur-
 ing revolves around the sales season for a line of
 clothing. The products are designed from several
 months to over a year ahead. Then most, if not all, of
 the expected season's production is done in advance.
 The retailer prefers to start the season with a shorter
 supply of a greater variety of products, then reorder
 based on sales. But because of the long lead times,
 manufacturers are committed to their production and
 prefer advance orders from retailers. The manufactur-

 ers' policies on initial orders, reorders, and returns
 vary, depending upon their capabilities and their rela-
 tionship with the retailers.

 The traditional approach to dealing with uncertainty
 has been to concentrate on designing and producing

 only products that sell, in other words, to accurately
 predict demand. Fashion sense and innovative designs

 are traditional core competencies. The set of process
 innovations known as quick response is aimed at short-

 ening the manufacturing cycle and thereby reducing

 the initial production commitment, inventory levels,
 and the retailers initial purchasing commitment

 (Hunter 1990, Hammond 1990, Blackburn 1991). With

 these process changes, responsiveness can be used to
 effectively substitute for fashion sense and forecasting

 ability.

 Simply stated, quick response is a strategy for linking

 retailing and manufacturing operations in order to

 provide the flexibility needed to quickly respond to

 shifting markets (Hammond 1990). The ideal quick
 response system would enable the manufacturer to

 adjust production in response to retail sales in order to
 deliver the styles and quantities needed to meet the
 demand revealed during the season. The benefits of
 quick response come from reduced inventory costs,
 fewer markdowns of overproduced items, and in-

 creased sales of popular items because of reduced
 stock outs. The objective is a more efficient, less risky,
 and more effective operation.

 The quick response methods incorporate a number
 of technologies to increase processing speeds
 (Blackburn 1991, Hammond 1990, Hunter 1990,
 McPherson 1987). CAD/CAM (computer-aided design
 and manufacturing) equipment facilitate the design
 process as well as the transfer of designs to the manu-

 facturer where programmable cutting and, to some
 extent, sewing machines are used. EDI (electronic data
 interchange) links enable electronic transfer of infor-
 mation between separate facilities and companies in-
 volved in the production process. Orders and POS
 (point of sale) data can be transmitted electronically
 from the retailer to the manufacturer.

 In addition to the use of new information technolo-

 gies, quick response depends on greater information
 sharing and closer working relationships throughout
 the supply chain (Hunter 1990, Hammond 1990). The
 apparel maker may participate in merchandising and
 assortment planning with the retailer. And the apparel
 maker may bring the fabric supplier and the retailer
 into the design process. The maximum benefits of
 quick response require close coordination between the
 marketing, sales, and purchasing activities of the re-
 tailer and the design, production, and distribution ac-
 tivities of the manufacturer.

 Besides greater coordination, the logic of quick re-

 sponse calls for greater risk sharing along the supply
 chain. While the overall inventory risk in the entire
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 chain is being reduced, the risk is also being distributed

 back up the chain (Hammond 1990). Each stage of the
 supply chain is looking to its suppliers to be more
 responsive to the shifting demands of the end market.
 Even with the shortest feasible production cycles, there

 will be some inventory risk. In order to be both effi-
 cient and responsive, each stage is looking to the
 previous one to help absorb the risk.

 The concept of quick response is not unique to
 fashion apparel. Firms in a wide range of consumer
 products, from autos to health and beauty aids, are
 attempting to shorten production cycles and provide
 more rapid response to changing markets (Blackburn
 1991, Davidow and Malone 1992). The ability to pro-
 duce variety and make rapid product changes effi-
 ciently has become a competitive challenge in many
 industries. This has been facilitated by such able and
 aggressive quick response retailers as Walmart (Stalk
 et al. 1992). Certain characteristics of a quick response
 organization in fashion apparel, such as investments in
 information technology, shortened production cycles,
 increased coordination, and reduced inventory, are
 common to all quick response systems. Other charac-
 teristics, in particular control over retailing, seem to be
 especially suited to fashion apparel.

 Vertical Integration and Responsiveness

 Vertical integration is not generally considered to be a
 superior form of organizing in volatile environments.
 But certain industry conditions, such as those found in
 fashion apparel, may make vertical integration advan-
 tageous for implementing rapid response to changing
 market demands.

 As pointed out by D'Aveni (1994), there have been
 numerous ideas put forward recently on the subject of
 organizing in volatile competitive environments. Among
 these are outsourcing, strategic alliances, network or-
 ganizations, and virtual corporations (Davidow and
 Malone 1992). Common to all of these concepts of
 organization is limited commitment and flexibility to
 adapt to changing circumstances. The consensus seems
 to be that firms in volatile competitive environments
 should focus on their core competence (Prahalad and
 Hamel 1990) and look for ways to apply it in more or
 less temporary arrangements with other firms (Quinn
 1992). Extensive vertical integration would seem to be
 contrary to such advice. Vertical integration is thought
 to create an inflexible commitment to assets and capa-
 bilities at risk of losing their value as circumstances

 change (Teece 1992).
 The subject of vertical integration has been exten-

 sively studied by economists and management scholars.

 But with regard to the question of vertical integration

 within volatile environments, Harrigan's (1983) study is

 probably unmatched. Harrigan concludes that exten-

 sive vertical integration is probably a liability in indus-

 tries with volatile structure. Vertical integration can

 limit flexibility and reduce information about both in-

 put markets and product markets as the firm becomes

 more insulated. When inputs are readily available from

 competing suppliers and knowledgeable, capable, firms
 exist downstream to sell one's products, companies in

 volatile environments are advised not to vertically inte-

 grate, especially if they have some bargaining power.

 D'Aveni and Illinitch (1992), found some empirical

 support for the notion that extensive vertical integra-

 tion in a volatile environment increases risk.

 On the other hand, there are some potential benefits
 from vertical integration, even in volatile environments.

 Harrigan (1983) and Porter (1980) note that forward
 integration can provide product differentiation advan-

 tages that are difficult to imitate as well as superior
 marketing intelligence. An indicator of the potential

 benefits from integration is the degree of value added

 at that stage. For fashion apparel, the retail environ-

 ment appears to be a significant factor in product

 differentiation. Store appearance and atmosphere,
 merchandise mix, service, and local marketing efforts
 are all significant elements of the fashion apparel busi-
 ness.

 Volberda (1996) points out the need to match orga-
 nizational flexibility to the demands of the environ-

 ment. He develops a classification of types of organiza-
 tional flexibility-operational, structural, and strategic
 -and suggests conditions under which each type is
 needed. Vertical integration may provide fashion ap-

 parel firms with superior operational flexibility to
 achieve quick response. At the same time, it may
 constrain structural or strategic flexibility.

 Finally, D'Aveni (1994) stresses the importance of
 providing superior customer satisfaction by creating
 new customer needs and predicting changes in needs
 before they happen. Whether creating new needs or
 predicting changes, it is essential that the organization
 be able to learn and respond quickly. In order to learn,
 the organization must identify mistakes, determine what
 explains the mistakes, and take corrective action
 (Ackoff 1993). Vertical integration may speed up the
 learning process with regard to customer satisfaction,
 enabling the firm to identify mistakes more quickly.
 Perhaps most important, integration may provide the
 necessary control to take corrective action rapidly.

 The above findings and conclusions are suggestive,
 but a deeper understanding is possible using a strategic
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 theory of organization that is grounded in agency the-

 ory. Agency theory provides a framework that aids in
 understanding the costs and benefits of vertical inte-

 gration. Here, somewhat heretically, agency models

 (Jensen and Meckling 1976), transaction cost theory

 (Williamson 1988), and Principal-Agent models

 (Grossman and Hart 1986) are all included under

 agency theory. The central hypothesis of agency theory

 is that, in a competitive environment, firms will orga-

 nize the value chain of activities in their industry in the

 most efficient manner. That is, they will either organize

 successive activities within one firm or use exchanges

 between separate firms depending on which approach

 minimizes agency and other transaction costs.
 A firm is vertically integrated when it owns assets

 (Grossman and Hart 1986), organizes activities
 (Riordan 1990), or controls activities (Reve 1990) in

 successive stages of the value chain. Agency theory
 predicts that when exchanges are characterized by un-

 certainty over inputs, infrequent exchange, and the
 need for transaction specific investments, it may be

 more efficient to vertically integrate, that is, bring two
 successive activities within the firm (Williamson 1988,
 Grossman and Hart 1986, Riordan 1990). The basic
 tradeoff is between the improved information but re-
 duced performance incentives that result from integra-
 tion (Riordan 1990).

 Reve (1990) has extended the agency theory of orga-
 nization beyond efficiency into the realm of strategic

 management, making it more useful for understanding
 the use of vertical integration in volatile environments.

 In Reve's model, as in agency theory, the hierarchy of

 the firm is seen as a coordinating mechanism for man-
 aging exchanges with suppliers and buyers. Alternative
 coordinating mechanisms include various forms of al-
 liances or bilateral vertical agreements as well as mar-

 ket exchanges. Reve posits that a firm should focus on
 a strategic core-a set of assets and capabilities that
 are highly specific and necessary to attain the firm's
 strategic goals. Management of these core assets and
 capabilities requires the full range of coordinating
 mechanisms that are available within the firm. Comple-
 mentary assets and skills of medium specificity can be
 managed with bilateral vertical agreements. Bringing
 an activity within the firm, i.e., full vertical integration,
 is necessary only when the assets and capabilities are
 very highly specific.

 Reve (1990) treats vertical integration as matter of
 degree, a concept adopted here. There are a range of
 vertical forms of organization, with full vertical integra-
 tion through ownership at one end, and arms-length
 market exchanges or no integration at the other. Vari-

 ous forms of bilateral vertical agreements or alliances
 constitute vertical integration to some degree. The

 concept of degree of vertical integration is consistent

 with Williamson's (1988) notion of a spectrum of
 quasi-integrated forms of organization. The degree of
 integration is reflected in the arrangements for both
 ownership and control of assets in the successive activi-
 ties.

 Reve (1990) argues that, from a strategic perspective,
 the central issue in the use of vertical integration is
 control rather than ownership. Not that ownership is
 not a strategic issue. Ownership certainly affects risk

 and incentives important to strategy. The point is that

 the firm needs sufficient control over the assets and
 capabilities in the value chain to efficiently coordinate
 its activities and achieve its goals. Ownership is one
 way to achieve sufficient control. But the benefits of
 vertical integration that are afforded by greater control
 can often be more efficiently obtained through vertical

 agreements than through ownership (Reve 1990). The
 downside of full vertical integration (ownership) cited

 by Reve echoes those given above: "full vertical inte-
 gration ties up capital resources and creates consider-
 able management problems as the firm gets involved in
 successive stages of production or distribution where it
 has very little experience."

 The challenge for the firm is to find a combination
 of activities and coordinating mechanisms that pay off,
 given the dynamics of the industry (Reve 1990). When
 faced with a volatile competitive environment, the case

 for focusing on the strategic core and using markets or
 bilateral vertical agreements rather than full vertical
 integration would seem to be even more compelling.
 Full vertical integration would create additional risks
 in a volatile environment. The firm would be commit-
 ted to investments in assets and capabilities that could
 lose their value when technology and markets change.
 In contrast, vertical agreements allow the firm greater
 flexibility to adjust capacity, change product and pro-
 cess technologies, or switch distribution channels at
 lower cost by withdrawing from alliances and forming
 new ones. At the same time, separate firms have greater
 incentive to innovate and adapt to changing circum-
 stances than the integrated firm, as suggested by agency
 theory.

 Summarizing the above arguments, it is the higher
 cost and lower incentive to change in response to

 market or technology changes that give the vertically
 integrated firm its reputation for sluggishness. Gener-
 ally speaking, full vertical integration is seen as an
 inferior form of organizing the value chain in a volatile
 competitive environment. A corollary would seem to
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 be, the greater the volatility, the lower the degree of
 integration that is desirable.

 The key to understanding the use of vertical integra-

 tion to achieve superior responsiveness in fashion ap-

 parel lies in the nature of the volatility within fashion

 apparel and in the strategic core needed to achieve

 rapid response. The nature of the volatility in fashion
 apparel makes vertical integration a less risky prospect.
 And the need for control to introduce the new tech-
 nologies and coordinating mechanisms necessary for
 rapid response makes vertical integration a more at-
 tractive form of organization.

 The volatility in fashion apparel is almost entirely in
 the end market. Assets and capabilities along the value

 chain are at low risk of obsolescence. Even though
 innovative new product introductions and demand
 changes can be rapid and somewhat unpredictable,
 new product introduction is routine in fashion apparel.
 All firms introduce new products on a regular seasonal
 basis. Moreover, the product and manufacturing tech-
 nologies are fairly stable. New products involve mainly
 styling or fabric changes that do not usually require
 new technology. Hence, investments in design and
 manufacturing assets are not subject to great risk of
 obsolescence and could usually be redeployed or di-
 vested. Nor are long term alliances at great risk of
 becoming burdensome because of technical obsoles-
 cence. Perhaps the greatest need for flexibility in man-

 ufacturing is in terms of capacity. At the downstr\eam
 end, the retail stores are also assets at fairly low risk of
 obsolescence that could be redeployed or divested. The

 brand is probably the asset at greatest risk of obsoles-
 cence and most in need of careful management as
 products and markets change. But the brand invest-
 ment is at similar risk for all fashion apparel makers,

 regardless of degree of integration.

 Given the relatively low risk of obsolescence of as-
 sets and capabilities, the major drawbacks to vertical
 integration in fashion apparel are the potential for

 management difficulties and reduced performance in-
 centives. As noted above, vertical integration brings

 activities of greater variety and geographic extent into
 the firm, necessitating more extensive expertise. And,
 as pointed out by agency theory, it can also dull incen-
 tives for performance and innovation at each stage
 relative to having separate firms involved. However,

 these management drawbacks may be outweighed by
 the need to define a more extensive strategic core in

 order to achieve rapid response capability.
 In order to implement quick response capability,

 fashion apparel makers needed to introduce a much
 higher degree of coordination along the entire value

 chain as described above. This required investment in

 new information technology at each stage as well as

 more integrated planning and decision making. The

 information technology investments could be substan-

 tial (Hammond 1990) and were seen initially as rela-

 tionship specific by many firms. Further, although quick

 response has the potential to lower the inventory in the

 entire value chain, new arrangements for risk sharing

 were needed. Given these management challenges, it is

 reasonable to conceive of the strategic core as an

 extensive portion of the value chain, especially in the
 early stages of development of quick response. As the

 technology of quick response matures, it is likely to be
 manageable by less integrated forms of organization
 (Reve 1990). A key point stressed by Harrigan (1983) is

 that the advantages from vertical integration depend

 on the firm and the industry conditions, and thus can
 change over time.

 Organization and Responsiveness in
 Fashion Apparel
 Methodology and Data

 In order to find how fashion apparel makers organize
 for quick response, three types of firms in two different

 market segments were studied. The three organiza-
 tional types-independent, interdependent, and inte-
 grated-are defined in the next section. In the moder-

 ately priced casual fashion segment are firms like The
 Limited and Benetton, who are integrated from manu-

 facturing into retailing, as well as design firms, like Liz
 Claiborne and Carol Little, that subcontract manufac-
 turing and sell primarily through department stores

 and independent specialty retailers. Some of these
 latter firms have interdependent organizations while

 others are independents. Several of the top competi-
 tors of all three types were looked at. The other
 segment studied is surfwear. These are smaller design
 firms that also typically subcontract manufacturing.
 The largest ones sell to department stores and a few

 have developed certain interdependent characteristics,

 but most are independents who sell to a very frag-
 mented group of small independent specialty retailers.

 Most of the top firms in the surfwear segment,
 Quiksilver, Gotcha, Ocean Pacific, and so on were
 looked at. Table 1 summarizes the sample.

 Most of the information was collected through a

 questionnaire and follow-up telephone interview with a
 manager in each firm responsible for manufacturing/
 purchasing. After initial telephone contact, a question-
 naire was faxed and followed up with the telephone
 interview. Published information such as articles in the
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 Table 1 Sample

 Independent Interdependent Integrated

 Casual Fashion 2 2 3

 Surfwear 5 2

 business trade press, business cases, and annual re-

 ports were quite useful for the top firms in the casual

 fashion segment, but the smaller firms and the sur-
 fwear firms are mostly privately held and not much

 published information is available.
 The sample is designed to characterize how each

 type of apparel maker typically organizes and manages

 the supply chain. Operational and some financial per-
 formance data were collected for comparisons, but the

 sample sizes are not sufficient for statistical confi-
 dence. That was not the intent. The integrated firms

 are the clear and acknowledged leaders in quick re-

 sponse. The others were sampled to find out how
 leading but less integrated firms are responding to the

 challenge. Confidence that these are relatively effective

 organizations rests on the fact that these companies
 have been successful competitors for many years. And

 although quick response is a relatively recent innova-
 tion for some of the smaller firms, the larger ones have
 been refining their organizations for some time.

 Organizational Types

 For the purposes of this study, a fashion apparel maker

 is a firm that arranges for the design and production of

 clothing that it then sells, wholesale or retail. Pure

 subcontractors are excluded. The apparel manufactur-
 ing process consists of three basic steps: design, cut-

 ting, and sewing. Many apparel makers specialize. A
 firm may do only design, subcontracting the cutting
 and sewing, possibly to different sources in different
 locations. Because sewing remains by far the most

 labor intensive operation, that step may be done in a
 low-labor-cost country. Once the clothing is manufac-

 tured, the apparel maker usually manages distribution.
 But here again, firms specialize. Some do their own
 retailing, some distribute to other retailers, and some
 sell to distributors.

 The findings are organized around the classification
 of firms by organizational type, i.e., independent, inter-
 dependent, and integrated. For each classification, the
 typical organizational characteristics and operational
 performance (as summarized in Table 2) are described
 in more detail. In concept, quick response should en-
 able the apparel maker to make one or more of four

 possible production changes in mid-season-reduce
 volume, increase volume, drop a product, or add a
 product. In practice, only the integrated firms can do

 all four.

 The three organizational types should be considered
 as categories along the spectrum from pure arms-length

 exchange to full vertical integration through ownership
 (Reve 1990, Williamson 1988). Each fashion apparel
 maker may have a variety of relationships with up-
 stream and downstream firms, some arms-length, some
 quasi-integrated, and some fully integrated (i.e., involv-
 ing ownership). The classification of an apparel maker
 as independent, interdependent, or integrated is based
 on the preponderance of its relations with manufactur-
 ing and retailing activities as described below.

 1. Independents. An independent apparel maker
 deals with manufacturing subcontractors and retailers

 mainly in arms-length relationships. Contractual terms
 are usually according to industry standards and there is
 little or no coordination of activities.

 Five of the surfwear makers and two of the casual
 fashion makers are classified as independents. These
 are smaller firms, with annual revenues from $10M to
 $100M. They do all or nearly all of their own designs
 and they subcontract all manufacturing. Lower-cost
 offshore manufacturing is utilized, but most of their
 production is done domestically. With offshore subcon-
 tractors, the independents must usually commit to an
 entire season's production in advance. Production lead

 times of 90 days make reorders during a season infeasi-
 ble. Terms are typically based on letters of credit and
 there is little flexibility.

 In order to shorten production cycles and gain some
 flexibility, independents have utilized domestic manu-
 facturing, usually located near the company office.
 Even so, the four to six week response time enables
 only one or possibly two reorders in a three month
 season. Manufacturing close by does enable the inde-
 pendent apparel makers to monitor production and to
 some extent adjust it upward or downward just prior to
 and at the beginning of the sales season.

 The independents make a tradeoff between the lower
 cost of offshore production and the quicker response
 and flexibility of domestic production. Stable items in
 their line can be made offshore at lower cost, but more
 fashionable, unpredictable, items may have higher
 overall profitability when done domestically.

 Independents sell to department stores and specialty
 retailers who carry a variety of brand names. The
 independents create their designs and show samples to
 retailers who commit to purchases prior to the season.
 Independents with strong brands can get retailers to
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 Table 2 Organization and Performance Characteristics

 Independent Interdependent Integrated

 Organization

 Design All in-house Most to all in-house Some to most in-house

 Manufacturing

 ownership None None 20 to 100%

 % offshore 50% (5 to 60) 80% (75 to 85) 75%1

 coordination domestically, some some late ordering & open ordering,

 early season adjustments early season adjustments adjustments & cancellation

 initial production 85% (25 to 100) 100% 30%2

 lead time

 domestic 5 weeks (3 to 8) 7 weeks (6 to 8) 5 weeks (4 to 8)

 offshore 3 mos. (2 to 4) 3 mos. (2 to 3) 4 weeks (3 to 6)

 Retailing

 ownership None None to < 1% < 1% to 100%

 coordination typically very little POS or other sales POS info., control

 info. from key accounts, or strong influence

 guidance and training over merchandising

 on merchandising, and store operation

 consult on designs

 initial purchase 75% (35 to 100) 80% (80 to 85) 30%2

 Performance

 product intros./ year 4 lines 4 to 6 lines 2 lines plus continuous

 inventory turns 6 (4 to 8) 6 (4 to 7) 8 (6 to 9)
 markdowns 10% (4 to 25) 7% (5 to 10) Not available

 1Numbers for The Limited. Benetton does nearly all production domestically in Italy.

 2Numbers for The Limited. Benetton initially produces around 80% and its retail stores initially purchase 80 to 100%.

 commit earlier, before the production period, and for a

 larger amount of the expected season's sales. Even so,
 independents absorb much of the risk. Several have

 commitments for less than half of their expected sales.
 One strategy used to deal with the risk is to produce
 only on firm retailer commitments, accepting the stock-

 outs and forgoing the opportunity of reorders. But

 most produce and carry inventory to meet about 25%
 of expected orders during the season. A few retailers

 can provide sales information and sales representatives

 may provide reports about sales activity. Some inde-
 pendents use this information to adjust production

 early in the season. But most commit to the product
 line and volume before the season. A product can be

 dropped very early in the season, but products are not
 added.

 2. Interdependents. Interdependent apparel mak-
 ers have closer relationships with subcontractors and
 retailers. Ordering and production schedules with their
 network of subcontractors are more flexible (Uzzi 1995).
 Retailers provide sales information to the apparel

 maker and may coordinate their merchandising and
 marketing activities as well.

 Like the independents, these firms are typically de-

 sign focused. All or nearly all design is done in-house

 while manufacturing is subcontracted. These firms are

 mostly larger than the independents, with revenues
 ranging from $50M up to $2.2B for Liz Claiborne in

 1992. They do a larger share of their production off-

 shore than the independents. Because they are larger

 firms and have had longer relationships with subcon-

 tractors, they usually get better terms than the inde-

 pendents, but they have similar long production lead

 times offshore. Because they do more production off-

 shore, they do not have the capability to adjust produc-

 tion much once the season begins. Like the indepen-

 dents, they commit to most of their production up
 front. They may carry inventory to meet expected re-

 orders from retailers during the season. But, as with

 the independents, one strategy used is to produce only
 what is initially ordered by the retailers, forgoing the
 opportunity to take reorders. As mentioned above, a
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 strong brand can get the retailers to commit earlier

 and for an entire season's order.

 The interdependents differ from the independents in

 their relationship with retailers as well. They receive

 comprehensive sales information from key retailers,

 possibly to adjust production at the early part of the

 season, but also to feed into the design process for

 the next year. They consult with key customers during

 the design process, taking suggestions and ideas. The
 interdependent apparel makers also actively partici-

 pate in the retailers' merchandising and marketing
 activities. This may take the form of visits from repre-

 sentatives and published materials on store layout,

 pricing, and so on. Or it may go as far as the apparel

 maker managing a department within the retailer's

 store.

 The balance of the risk sharing between the apparel

 maker and the retailer is quite similar for the indepen-

 dent and interdependent firms. The degree of risk
 borne by the retailer depends more on the strength of
 the brand than the extent of coordination of activities

 with the apparel maker.

 3. Integrated Apparel Makers. Integrated apparel

 makers also have close relationships with, if not owner-
 ship of, manufacturers, but they are distinguished by

 their ownership and control over retailing. For this
 group of well-known firms, published information is
 available. Benetton, The Limited, and Giordano, a
 relatively new Hong Kong firm were studied. Question-

 naire and interview data were obtained from two of the

 three.

 Perhaps the most difficult distinction to draw is
 between the interdependent and the integrated firms.
 None of these firms is fully integrated through 100%
 ownership of all manufacturing and retailing opera-
 tions. The difference between the integrated and the
 interdependent firms is one of degree. Evidence for
 classification as integrated includes some ownership of
 both manufacturing and retailing operations (partial or
 tapered integration), ownership share or joint ventures
 in these activities, and a high degree of exclusivity in
 relationships with both subcontractors and retailers.

 All of these characteristics point to a greater degree of
 control over manufacturing and retailing than can be
 exercised by the interdependent firms.

 A brief description of the organization and operation
 of an integrated apparel maker, The Limited, Inc.
 (Adams and Griffin 1989, Austin 1991), serves to illus-
 trate the notion of integration and the operation of a

 quick response system. The Limited began as a retailer
 in the 1960s and has integrated backward into manu-
 facturing. A quote from the founder and chairman,

 Leslie Wexner, summarizes the strategy behind The
 Limited's structure: "The future will belong to those
 retailers who can respond to the changing needs of
 their customers ... and do it fast!" The Limited's mar-
 keting, distribution, and production are centrally man-
 aged as follows:

 Retailing-The Limited's 780 retail stores throughout

 the U.S. are company owned and tightly controlled.
 Every other week, store layout is redone and all the

 stores follow; no deviations are allowed. Each week,
 store managers receive a plan that dictates pricing,
 presentation, and merchandise mix. POS data from all

 the stores enable the company to track sales, order
 replacements, and drop items from the product line
 rapidly.

 Manufacturing and Distribution-The Limited sub-

 contracts manufacturing to low labor cost regions world
 wide. It has ownership interests in some manufacturing
 facilities and long standing relationships with many
 more. Through its subsidiaries, it owns steamships that
 transport fabric to the manufacturers, airplanes that
 transport apparel to New York, and trucks that bring it
 to the central distribution point in Ohio. Company
 owned trucks make two shipments per week to the
 stores.

 Design-The Limited uses both in-house designers
 and suppliers' designs. New designs (sometimes copies
 of others' fashions) are computerized and electronically
 transmitted to manufacturers. The target is a 1,000
 hour turnaround time between design conception and
 delivery of the product to the stores. They have been
 able to make copies and have them on store shelves
 before the original design is produced for sale.

 Overall Performance-In 1990, The Limited boasted
 that it had the highest sales per square foot in its
 segment and inventory turns of 10 per year compared
 to an industry average of 3.

 The integrated fashion apparel makers also subcon-

 tract manufacturing, but the degree of integration into
 manufacturing varies across the three firms. Giordano
 largely owns its manufacturing in Hong Kong and the
 PRC, The Limited combines its own manufacturing
 with a large share of subcontracting, and Benetton is
 highly integrated, at least in certain stages. Despite
 moves to deintegrate manufacturing during the 1980s,
 Benetton remains relatively highly integrated according
 to the definition used here. Benetton has shifted most

 of its labor intensive operations to subcontractors. But
 these subcontractors were spun off from Benetton or
 created by it and work exclusively for Benetton. The
 Benetton company or members of the Benetton family
 own interests in many of the key suppliers. Benetton
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 has retained the most capital intensive and technically
 sophisticated part of manufacturing, the dyeing, in-
 house. Benetton purchases all the raw materials and
 exercises complete control over manufacturing as it
 plans production and coordinates the movement of

 materials and products between various subcontractors
 and Benetton's facilities during the manufacturing pro-

 cess.

 As to location, The Limited does nearly all of its
 manufacturing offshore, Giordano is mixed between
 domestic (Hong Kong) and other Asian locations, while
 Benetton is mainly domestic (Italy). The integrated
 firms have developed quite flexible and responsive
 relationships with their suppliers, whether offshore or
 domestic. The Limited reports that it gets faster pro-

 duction offshore than it can get domestically (in the
 U.S.), though it may take air freight to achieve the
 desired turnaround time. There remains a tradeoff
 between cost and response time, but achieving better
 response from lower cost offshore manufacturers than
 competitors can get domestically (in the US) gives The
 Limited a certain advantage.

 The major distinction of the integrated apparel mak-

 ers is the degree of control they exercise over retail-
 ing. Whether through ownership, or in the case of

 Benetton, a strong franchise-like license agreement,
 the integrated firms effectively control their retailing.
 The three firms studied all have their own branded
 specialty retail stores that carry their products exclu-
 sively. The Limited and Giordano own the stores
 (though Giordano has begun to franchise in the PRC),

 Benetton owns only a,small percentage of their stores,
 but deals with the rest through a licensing arrangement
 that gives them substantial control. At all of the inte-
 grated firms, the look of the stores, merchandising, and
 pricing are centrally managed. Surprisingly little discre-
 tion is left to the store manager/owner. All of the
 integrated firms centrally monitor retail sales closely,
 e.g., daily, using POS data, in order to make produc-
 tion and distribution decisions. Benetton's retailers are

 involved in ordering products for their stores, but they
 are guided by regional reps and have limited discre-
 tion. The Limited and Giordano simply deliver what
 they determine is needed.

 It is interesting to note that Benetton was considered

 a pioneer in organizing for quick response in fashion
 apparel (Signorelli and Heskett 1984). Today, firms
 such as The Limited, The Gap, and Giordano have
 surpassed Benetton in a number of ways. While
 Benetton receives POS data from a few select retailers,
 the others have all of their stores on line. Benetton,
 like The Limited, has two seasonal collections each

 year. But unlike The Limited or Giordano, Benetton
 offers their stores only minimal opportunity to adjust

 orders during the season. And unlike The Limited, The

 Gap, or Giordano, Benetton does not regularly intro-

 duce new products in mid-season. Although Benetton

 boasts by far the most global retailing, The Limited

 and The Gap are more capable of executing quick

 response across a global supply chain. Benetton's largely

 Italian production still relies on retailers who commit
 up front to most or all of their purchases for a season.

 In terms of sheer speed, Giordano may be the cur-
 rent leader. Originally a Hong Kong retailer that has

 now entered Korea, Taiwan, and the PRC, Giordano

 can execute quick response with links to manufacturers
 in Hong Kong and nearby Guangdong Province in the

 PRC. Conceived in 1987, Giordano's quick response

 process and other innovations brought it extraordinary

 success through 1992. By 1993, imitators and other
 similarly capable firms had begun to give them some
 competition.

 As to relevant industry conditions, it should be noted
 that the use of small specialty stores by The Limited
 and other integrated apparel makers has benefited
 from the emergence of the shopping mall. With many
 small retailers in one location (often alongside major
 department stores) the department store no longer has
 a variety advantage.

 Globalization of fashion has also facilitated the ap-
 proach of the integrated apparel makers. Their cen-

 trally managed, highly standardized, approach to retail-
 ing works well in a market with broadly homogeneous

 tastes. If adaptation to local demand conditions were
 more important, the potential drawback of forward
 integration would be greater.

 The most forward integrated firms, The Limited and
 Giordano, seem to have most effectively minimized the
 risk in the supply chain. Interdependent and even
 independent firms who receive frequent and compre-
 hensive sales information from their retailers and who

 have gained some flexibility from shorter production

 cycles have reduced their inventory risks. But there
 remains a large element of uncertainty over the retail-

 ers' purchasing among competing brands. The firms
 with stronger brands can and do shift the risk to the
 retailer. Even Benetton largely shifts the inventory risk

 to its retailers. Only the most forward integrated firms
 have used quick response to lower the risk all the way
 through to the retailer.

 Perhaps more significant, the integrated firms have
 begun to move away from the seasonal product line
 concept. A season may begin with a new line, but
 products are dropped and new ones are added as
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 needed. The Limited has only two seasons for which a

 new line is introduced, Fall/Winter and Spring/

 Summer. There is greater use of new products during

 the season, making it more of a continuous process.

 Vertical Integration, Flexibility, and Competition
 Most apparel makers have benefited from quicker re-

 sponse in manufacturing and distribution, but only the
 integrated firms have been able to make full use of this

 capability for competitive maneuvering. Most indepen-
 dent and interdependent firms are now more efficient.

 They have lower inventory and fewer markdowns, which

 has reduced their risk. But within fashion apparel, it

 seems that only the most forward integrated firms have

 been able to manage the close coordination needed to

 bring quick response into the retail environment. Ex-

 tending quick response into the retail environment is

 the most difficult challenge but probably the most
 beneficial (Hunter 1990).

 Through greater control of the retail operation, the

 integrated apparel makers can better manage the cre-

 ation of short term advantages. The most forward
 integrated firms can quickly change their product offer-

 ings, both to respond to changing fashion trends and to

 create new ones. In mid-season, they can introduce
 new products, change the merchandise mix, and adjust
 pricing. Moreover, they can take these actions with

 knowledge of sales activity at many stores as well as
 knowledge of production. For example, say a new

 product experiences sales several times greater than

 predicted within the first week. It may take three to six

 weeks to increase production and deliveries by that
 amount. In the meantime, the integrated firm can
 increase the price to reduce the likelihood of stocking

 out and get maximum benefit. These actions are signif-
 icantly more difficult to coordinate for an interdepen-
 dent and nearly impossible for the independent firm.

 In terms of Volberda's (1996) types of organizational
 flexibility, the integrated fashion apparel makers have
 achieved a higher degree of operational flexibility
 than their less integrated competitors. Though product
 innovations and demand changes are rapid and some-
 what unpredictable, introducing new products and re-
 sponding to changing demands are routine maneuver-
 ing in fashion apparel. New styles and designs do not

 usually require new types of inputs or process tech-
 nologies. The integrated firms simply have the opera-

 tional flexibility afforded by greater operational control
 to adjust production and outmaneuver their competi-
 tors in the retail market.

 Despite the superior maneuvering capability of the
 most forward integrated firms, it is arguable whether it

 affords them much advantage. Independents and inter-
 dependents introduce four or more product lines each

 year. Even though they cannot adjust production much
 or introduce new products in mid-season, the more

 able ones can and do use sales information to adjust

 offerings in the next season. Since it takes even the

 integrated firms 3 to 6 weeks to make significant
 changes, the lag suffered by the others is only a matter
 of weeks. But that may be enough to make a rewarding
 difference. To illustrate the possible benefits, consider
 a (hypothetical) gold mining analogy. Suppose gold
 mining is done under very short term (say 90 day)
 leases to mine and there are two types of gold mining
 firms. One type uses the best scientific methods, folk

 wisdom, and intuition to deploy its work force, locate
 gold and mine it, and it is very successful-it almost
 always finds gold. The other type is also scientific in its
 approach, but a little less careful about where it looks.
 Instead, it focuses on rapid redeployment of its re-
 sources to the mines it discovers with the largest veins.
 Which firm will be more successful? It depends upon

 the predictability of the size of the veins. In fashion
 apparel, the size of the veins may be somewhat pre-
 dictable, but the less responsive firms may also be
 leaving a lot of gold in the ground.

 Advantageous or not, it is clear that quick response

 has quickened the pace of competition in fashion ap-
 parel.

 Discussion
 The question initially asked was how and why certain
 fashion apparel makers have used vertical integration
 to their advantage in this volatile and highly competi-
 tive environment. The simple answer is that it gives
 them superior capability to respond quickly to competi-
 tors and to disrupt the status quo. More specifically,
 these firms have used vertical integration to escalate
 competition within the arena of timing and know-how.
 And in so doing, they have been able to achieve
 superior customer satisfaction. By linking design and
 production closely to retailing through integration, they
 are better able to manage flexible production to meet
 demand volatility. The operational flexibility of the
 integrated firms matches the flexibility required by
 their competitive environment (Volberda 1996). Inte-
 gration of manufacturing and retailing provides the
 controllability that is needed to achieve the overall
 operational flexibility of quick response.

 These integrated fashion apparel makers have man-
 aged to avoid one of the cited drawbacks to forward
 integration-that the firm cuts itself off from the effi-
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 ciencies and innovations of a competitive buyer mar-
 ket. The notion is that knowledgeable and capable
 independent retailers will be able to adjust quickly to
 market conditions and provide the apparel maker with
 superior market information. Harrigan's (1983) exam-
 ple of the integrated men's suit maker that foists off

 unappealing products to its retail stores is instructive.
 But, as the integrated firms have demonstrated, these
 drawbacks are more a result of management than
 ownership. These firms have used forward integration
 to obtain superior market knowledge, respond better
 to customers, and reduce the risk of new product
 introductions.

 The quick response advantages of the integrated
 firms are under attack. New, similarly structured firms,
 have and will continue to emerge. The large discount
 merchandisers, like Walmart and K-Mart, and their
 suppliers are now the real pros at quick response (at
 least in terms of rapid stock replenishment), and they
 have been moving up the fashion scale. They may
 never become direct competitors with the fashion ap-

 parel makers who compete on image and style, but the
 discount merchandisers and their suppliers are quick
 imitators with low costs. The threat they pose helps to
 drive the pace of competition. Finally, the interdepen-
 dent firms may form more integrated relationships with
 their retailers and implement quick response. For ex-
 ample, Vanity Fair, a capable quick response supplier
 to Walmart, is now successfully implementing it with
 department stores.

 What lesson can be drawn from the successful use of
 vertical integration in fashion apparel? Is full integra-
 tion between manufacturing and retailing through own-
 ership a superior form of organization in markets where
 demand is volatile and shifts with quickly changing
 fashion and product features? Probably not, in general.
 Rather, the lesson seems to be that close coordination,
 rapid information exchange, and risk sharing between
 manufacturing and retailing are essential for respon-
 siveness and timely innovation in fast changing mar-

 kets. The extent and degree of integration needed to

 achieve these capabilities will depend on the industry
 and the firm.

 On the manufacturing side, two of the three inte-
 grated firms have found it advantageous not to fully
 backward integrate. They have defined their strategic
 core more narrowly around the production planning
 and distribution functions. Vertical alliances, along with

 some partial and some tapered integration, appear to
 provide sufficient control over manufacturing.

 In a related study, Uzzi (1995) has found that net-
 work embeddedness affects the survival of apparel

 subcontractors in New York City. The concept of em-

 beddedness is related to the notion of integration.

 Indeed the measure used for embeddedness is based

 on the concentration or degree of exclusiveness in

 exchanges. Uzzi found that subcontractors are more

 likely to survive when they are highly embedded in a

 network that has mixed modes of relations, some em-

 bedded, some arms-length. Either too little or too
 much embeddedness in the overall network increased
 the subcontractor's probability of failure. While these
 results are not directly about responsiveness, flexibility
 and adaptability are cited by Uzzi as desirable network
 characteristics that should enhance survival. Uzzi's re-

 sults suggest the notion of an appropriate degree of

 integration on the manufacturing side, at least from

 the subcontractor's perspective. Mixed mode would
 characterize the manufacturing side of The Limited,

 while Benetton's manufacturing network seems to be
 highly embedded.

 On the retail side, a high degree of vertical integra-
 tion gave these fashion apparel firms a clear advantage
 in implementing quick response. As in many industries,

 cooperative relationships along the value chain were
 not the norm in fashion apparel, and this has proven to

 be a barrier to implementing quick response (Hunter
 1990, Hammond 1990). But the degree of vertical inte-
 gration between manufacturing and retailing that is
 needed to achieve these organizational capabilities re-
 mains a question.

 Bilateral vertical agreements appear to provide ade-

 quate coordination mechanisms for the quick stock
 replenishment capability that Walmart and KMart have

 achieved. These firms and their (large) suppliers have
 managed to invest in the necessary information tech-
 nology and achieve the close coordination and rapid
 information exchange required to lower inventory and
 rapidly restock products.

 However, the required flexibility and the risks in

 fashion apparel are different from those in discount
 retailing. The fashion apparel retailer must join with

 the manufacturer in continually experimenting with
 new designs and styles. The required information ex-
 change is richer than simple POS data. Moreover, the
 retailer must make substantial commitments to market-

 ing and merchandising the manufacturer's products.

 Altogether, the degree of coordination, information
 exchange, and risk sharing needed to achieve quick
 response in fashion apparel is greater than needed for
 the commodity-like products handled by discount re-
 tailers.

 It is certainly conceivable that a closely integrated
 vertical alliance could provide fashion apparel makers
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 with sufficient control over retailing to implement quick

 response. For example, Benetton might develop a more

 flexible, responsive operation with greater risk sharing

 in its relationship with its retailers. Indeed, interdepen-

 dent fashion apparel firms are moving in this direction

 with their relationships with retailers. The possible

 advantages of such alliances over ownership include
 lower capital commitments, simpler decentralized man-

 agement, and improved incentives for performance,

 similar to franchising. These considerations no doubt

 influenced Benetton's method of organizing their re-

 tailing. On the other hand, The Limited has a simpler

 task controlling the retail environment and has devel-

 oped a more effective quick response organization.

 The balance of the tradeoffs is not obvious and will no

 doubt change as the technology of quick response
 matures.

 Despite the distinctive characteristics of this indus-
 try, the success of vertical integration in fashion ap-
 parel may provide some general insight into organizing

 for competitive maneuvering based on operational

 flexibility. New flexible and fast cycle manufacturing

 technologies in many industries are enabling firms to
 produce variety and customized products on a large

 scale. Effective use of these manufacturing capabilities
 requires another set of capabilities-rapid learning

 about demand and customer satisfaction. Some degree
 of vertical integration seems advantageous to achieve
 the required coordination, information exchange, and
 risk sharing between manufacturing and retailing. Few

 industries are as fashion sensitive or have such short

 product lives as fashion apparel. Hence few will re-

 quire the same extent or degree of vertical integration
 to achieve the necessary control. But the integrated
 fashion apparel makers have demonstrated the ele-
 ments of organization needed to link the two sets of
 capabilities into a rapid response system.
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